Aims. To determine Σ (variation of Fe abundance with the optical depth), τ FeI , τ FeII (Rosseland median optical depth of Fe lines) and
Introduction
The group of main sequence stars with giant planets are, on average, metal-rich in comparison to stars that do not harbor Doppler-detected planets (see, for example, Santos et al. 2004 Santos et al. , 2005 . On the other hand, Pasquini et al. (2007) compared the metallicities of giant and dwarf stars with giant planets and found that the first group has, on average, lower metallicities than the dwarfs. Hekker & Meléndez (2007) do not confirm Pasquini et al.'s result, although both works studied relatively small samples (14 and 20 objects, respectively). The metallicity trend of giant stars with giant planets remains an open issue for the time being. The planet mass also seems to play a role. Neptune-like or super-Earth planets do not form preferentially around metal-rich stars (e.g. Udry et al. 2006; Sousa et al. 2008) .
The excess metallicity of exoplanet host (EH) stars is usually explained by two hypothesis (e.g. González 2006 ): a primordial origin, and the accretion scenario. In the first case the "excess" of metallicity was already present in the parent cloud from which the star-bearing planet was formed (see, for example, Santos et al. 2001 ). In the pollution scenario the convective zone (CZ) of the star is contaminated by the infall or accretion of planets and/or planetesimals (see, for example, González et al. 2001) .
The CZ of stars acts as a material diluting medium. In main sequence stars, hot F dwarfs should exhibit thinner CZs than cold G dwarfs, i.e. a dependence of CZ with temperature. Also, giant stars have larger CZ than main sequence stars, i.e. a dependence of CZ with luminosity class. If the photosphere of an star accreted metal-rich material, the upper layers would exhibit a metal excess, while deeper layers should have the lower initial metallicity. Then, the CZ could mix the metal content of upper and lower layers, and consequently different stars should present a different degree of pollution. For example, main sequence EH stars would show more stratified atmospheres than giant EH stars.
The accretion hypothesis of metal excess has been tested using these facts. Santos et al. (2004) found a lack of correlation between the thickness of the convective zone and the metallicity for a sample of FG dwarfs with planets. In this case, the pollution hypothesis is not favored by these observations and the primordial origin of the metal excess remains an alternative. On the other hand, we mentioned the Pasquini et al. (2007) result that giant EH stars shows solar metallicities, without excess like main sequence EH stars. In this case, the pollution scenario is favored (over the primordial origin) since it can explain the observed difference in metallicities between dwarfs and giants with planets. Then, the origin or the cause of the "excess" of metallicity of stars with giant planets is not well understood.
This work is an attempt to statistically study the stratification properties of EH stars and the accretion/primordial hypothesis of metal excess. We study the limitations of four different stratification indicators: Σ (variation of Fe abundance with the optical depth), τ FeI , τ FeII (Rosseland median optical depth of Fe lines) and ∆ [Fe/H] 
(=[FeI/H]-[FeII/H]).
If the primordial hypothesis is valid, then main sequence and giant EH stars all should present, on average, non-stratified atmospheres. On the other hand, if the accretion hypothesis is valid, different stars would present differ-ent degree of stratification, due to their different CZs. Also, we want to address the question if EH stars have different stratification properties compared to non-EH solar neighborhood stars, and the possible relation between stratification and exoplanet parameters (minimum mass M sin i, eccentricity e and semiaxis a).
Observations and data reduction
We observed 29 southern hemisphere EH stars from the California and Carnegie Planet Search 1 and the Geneva Observatory Planet Search 2 lists. These compilations basically include 273 EH stars up to September 24, 2008 including 313 exoplanets and 30 multiple systems. 252 EH stars have been detected by Doppler spectroscopy and 52 by photometry. The likely planetary companions have masses such that M sin i < 15 M JUP . The stars we observed have distances between 10 and 94 pc and spectral types F, G, and K (8, 19 , and 2 objects, respectively), as specified in the Hipparcos database. Table 1 present the list of all stars studied in this work, including their fundamental parameters, an identification if they are EH stars or not, and if they are giants or not. In particular, the sample of stars observed in this work are identified in the last column of the Table with "This work". We complemented with literature data (equivalent widths) and increased significatively the number of stars studied in this research. These reference papers are identified with R1,...,R11 in Table 1 (González 1998; González et al. 1999 González et al. , 2001 González & Laws 2000; Laws et al. 2003; Sadakane et al. 2005; Santos et al. 2000; Zhao et al. 2002; Takeda et al. , 2008 .
The stellar spectra of our sample stars were obtained at Complejo Astrónomico El Leoncito (CASLEO). We used Jorge Sahade 2.15-m telescope equipped with a REOSC echelle spectrograph 3 and a TEK 1024×1024 CCD detector. The REOSC spectrograph uses gratings as cross dispensers. We used a grating with 400 lines mm −1 , covering the spectral range λλ3500-6500, giving a resolving power of ∼ 12500. Three individual spectra for each object were obtained in four observing runs: The spectra were reduced using IRAF 4 standard procedures for echelle spectra. We applied bias and flat corrections and then normalized order by order with the continuum task, using 7-9 order Chebyshev polynomials. We also corrected by the scattered light in the spectrograph (apscatter task). We fitted the background with a linear function on both sides of the echelle apertures, using the task apall. The resolution of the reduced spectra is 0.17 Å/pix. Extensive description of the characteristics of the observational material, the reduction technique and some results obtained with it, have been previously published (Saffe et al. 2008 (Saffe et al. , 2005 (Saffe et al. , 2004 .
The equivalent widths were measured by fitting Gaussian profiles through the stellar metallic lines using the IRAF splot task. There is no more than 15% difference among the equivalent widths of the same lines, measured in different spectra. We have excluded from our abundance determinations seriously blended lines. The stellar lines were identified using the general references of A multiplet table of astrophysical interest (Moore 1945) and Wavelengths and transition probabilities for atoms and atomic ions -Part 1: Wavelengths (Reader et al. 1980) , as well as more specialized reference for the Fe ii lines (Johansson 1978) . The final linelist is shown in a previous work (Saffe et al. 2008) . In Figure 1 we present a comparison of our equivalent widths with those collected from literature, for 2 sample stars (HD 33636 and HD 82943) . We compared our equivalent widths for 15 stars with those measured in the literature, and found a good agreement (dispersion < ∼ 5%).
Metallicity determinations using the WIDTH program
We have used the uvbyβ mean colors of Hauck & Mermilliod (1998) with the calibration of Napiwotzki et al. (1993) , to derive T eff and log g using the TEMPLOGG code (Rogers et al. 1995) . This program has been used in the COROT mission preparation (see, for example, Lastennet et al. 2001; Guillon & Magain 2006) . The final values of the adopted T eff and log g are listed in Table 1 . With the chosen values of effective temperature and gravity, we computed a model atmosphere using Kurucz ATLAS9 (Kurucz 1992 (Kurucz , 1993 code. Finally the Kurucz's model together with the measured equivalent widths are used by the WIDTH9 program (Kurucz 1992 (Kurucz , 1993 to derive the metallicity. For calculating the metallicity and microturbulent velocity we have used the standard method. We have computed abundances from Fe lines for a range of possible microturbulent velocities (ξ). For determining the final values, we looked for the condition that the abundances of FeI lines were not dependent on the equivalent widths. In this sense the abundance and microturbulent velocity determinations are simultaneous. Once a ξ value has been fixed, the corresponding abundances to all chemical species measured are determined using the WIDTH9 code. The final values of the metallicities are listed in Table 2 .
To estimate errors for our WIDTH metallicities we consider the following facts. The most significant contribution to the final uncertainties comes usually from the equivalent width measurements. We assume a 5% error due to the continuum level determination. This translates into 20% maximum uncertainties in the metallicity estimation. The atomic constants may also have uncertainties. In particular we estimate that the oscillator strength values may cause differences of about 10% in the calculated metallicity. Finally to provide an estimation of "typical" errors introduced by the WIDTH method we increased the T eff by 200 K and the log gf by 0.20 dex, and recalculated the metallicity value for each star. We derived a median difference of 0.20 dex. The largest difference corresponds to HR 810 (0.48 dex). Figure 2 shows the comparison of T eff , log g and ξ obtained in this work, with those values from literature (R1,R2,...,R11). We mentioned that T eff and log g were derived using Strömgren photometry with the Napiwotzki et al. (1993) calibration. In our derivation of [FeI/H] using the WIDTH9 program, the microturbulence velocity ξ is selected in order to have the abundances independent of the equivalent widths. Figure 2 shows that there is a good agreement of T eff , log g and ξ with literature values. Takeda et al. (2008) . There is a general agreement, although we notice two systematic tendencies: WIDTH9 values seem to be lower and slightly higher than literature, for main sequence and giant stars, respectively. We attribute this tendency to the differ-ent calibrations and methods applied to derive the metallicity. A linear fit to the points of Figure 3, 
Discussion of the results

Comparison of derived values with those from literature
The FeI and FeII layers
In this section we compare the layers in the atmosphere where FeI and FeII lines are formed. The WIDTH9 program provides an indication of the Rosseland median optical depth of formation for each line. We called this quantity τ FeI and τ FeII for FeI and FeII, respectively. We interpolated these values in the model atmosphere layers tabulated by ATLAS9 and estimated for τ FeI and τ FeII the temperature T, the electronic density n e and molecular densities of the chemical species. We used a representative model for main sequence stars with T eff = 5800 K, log g= 4.4 dex, and a model for giant stars with T eff = 5000 K, log g= 2.5 dex, both with solar metallicity and ξ = 2.0 km/s. From the molecular densities in the ATLAS9 model, we derived the fraction FeI/FeII. We also computed this fraction assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) and applying the Saha equation, using up to 9 ionization stages for the Fe. The partition functions values for FeI to FeX were obtained from Halenka & Madej (2002) . We derived the electronic pressure P e from P e = n e k T, where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the layer. We present in Table 1 the Rosseland median optical depth for the sample stars, the temperature T, and the FeII/FeI fraction (from ATLAS9 and our estimation), for the respective layers. We also present in the last two columns, the fraction of FeI atoms compared to the total number of Fe particles (neutral plus ionized), and the fraction of FeII ions to the same total. In this table we separated main sequence and giant stars, because the median values are different.
In this work we studied 4 groups of stars: main sequence EH and no-EH stars, giant EH and giant unknown-EH stars. From WIDTH9 and ATLAS9 data, τ FeI and τ FeII are indistinguishable for main sequence EH and no-EH stars. Then, we present in Table 1 for an stratification study, using for example another chemical species or specific lines (this will be done in a future paper). Also, the FeII abundance was derived from a few number of lines (usually 3 lines, and only 1 line in some cases). Then, ∆[Fe/H] have a limited applicability as stratification indicator. However, the layers differ in temperature (∼ 150 K) and electronic density, resulting in a different fraction of FeII/FeI at different optical depths. Taking into account the limitations. we consider that is a valid experiment to compare statistically both FeI and FeII abundances separately with another stellar or exoplanet parameters.
To solve the problem of the relatively short difference between τ FeI and τ FeII , we use another stratification indicator. We have computed the Rosseland median optical depth τ for each FeI line using WIDTH9, and then derived the slope in a plot abundance vs. τ. We present in Figure 4 four examples of these relations. Each point in the plot correspond to a single FeI line in the stellar spectra. We adopt the slope of the plot (called Σ) as another stratification indicator, i.e. a non-stratified star would show a null Σ. For certain star, Σ represent the Fe gradient, valuated at the median optical depth τ where the Fe lines are formed. In the next sections we will correlate these quantities with stellar and exoplanet parameters. We present in Figure 5 the relation of τ FeI (the Rosseland median optical depth of FeI lines), with the stellar parameters. For main sequence stars, we separated EH stars (filled circles) and no-EH stars (empty circles). For giant stars, we separated EH stars (filled circles) and unknown-EH stars (points). Notably, τ FeI decreases with log g (all stars) and increases with ξ (giant stars). Also, τ FeI decreases with T eff (giant stars) and with [FeI/H] (all stars). A similar relation is valid for τ FeII vs. stellar parameters (not shown). We attribute these relations to the different physical conditions in the atmosphere of main sequence and giant stars. We do not find any obvious difference between EH and no-EH stars (or unknown-EH stars) in Figure 5 .
Finally, we present in Figure 6 the plots of Σ with the stellar parameters. The symbols are the same of Figure 5 . We do not find a clear relation for main sequence or giant stars, with or without exoplanets, in contrast to the trends mentioned for τ FeI and τ FeII . However, we caution that the dispersion of values in Figure 6 is very large.
Exoplanets vs. Solar Neighborhood
In this section we compare the stratification properties of stars with and without exoplanets. From Figure 5 we cannot discard the dependence of τ with the stellar parameters. Then, in order to compare ∆[Fe/H], τ and Σ for EH and non-EH stars, we have divided the sample of stars in subsamples with similar parameters. For main sequence stars, we have only 9 non-EH stars and 66 EH stars. Then, for each main sequence non-EH star, we search EH comparison stars with similar fundamental parameters, i.e. with differences up to 100 K, 0.2 dex, 0.2 dex and 0.1 km/s on T eff , log g, [FeI/H] and ξ, respectively. On the other hand, for giant stars we have 13 EH stars and 313 non-EH stars. Then, for each giant EH star, we search non-EH stars with similar fundamental parameters. The values of the comparison groups are averaged, and presented in Tables 2 and 3 , for main sequence and giant stars, respectively. Aplying the cut criteria for the subsamples, 2 main sequence and 1 giant star resulted with empty subsamples. The fact that Σ is not statistically different for EH and non-EH stars (or unknown-EH stars), is in agreement with the primordial hypothesis of metal enhancement. If the accretion hypothesis is true for EH stars, the external layers are initially metal-rich while the more internal layers should maintain the lower original metal content. Then, for giant stars the very deep convective zone should mix the layers of the atmosphere, returning the upper layers to the original metal-poor values. A similar process could work in main sequence stars, but now the CZ is smaller than the CZ of a giant star, and the metal increase in the upper layers should be evident, resulting in a stratified atmo- Tables 2 and 3 indicate that EH and non-EH stars present a similar stratification structure, at the median optical depth where the Fe lines are formed. Then, the accretion hypothesis of metalexcess in EH stars is less favored, however this do not discard completely the possibility that some EH stars could suffer an accretion process.
Some stars in Tables 2 and 3 have indications of possible stratification. For example, 4 stars in the Table 3 (HD 47536, HD 137759, HD 219449 and HD 199665) present Σ < 0 and significatively different from Σ of their respective comparison subsample stars. We consider that these 4 stars are candidates to have an stratified atmosphere. We also derived the number of stars with Σ < 0: 20% (13/65) main sequence EH stars and 33% (4/12) giant EH stars. Giant stars present a higher percentage of stratified stars than main sequence stars. This is relatively surprising because giant stars are supossed to have larger CZs than main sequence stars. However, the difference could probably due the fact that giant stars have stellar radius 10-20 times larger than main sequence stars, then the external contamination of the photosphere seems to be more probable. We caution that the number of stars used to derive these fractions are too low, particularly for giant stars, and more stars are needed to confirm this initial trend.
To complement the analysis, we also show the entire distribution of values (without subsampling). We caution that this comparison have the bias of the stellar parameters, particularly for τ FeI and τ FeII as we showed in the previous sections. We present in Figure 7 (upper panels) the distribution of ∆[Fe/H] values, for EH stars, non-EH stars and unknown-EH stars. Main sequence and giant stars are presented in left and right panels, respectively. The plot show that EH stars and no-EH stars have a similar distribution of ∆[Fe/H] values, and this is valid for main sequence and giant stars separately. A KolmogorovSmirnov (KS) test derive a possibility of 68% and 83% that both samples represent the same population, for main sequence and giant stars, respectively. We note that the range in ∆[Fe/H] is larger for giants than main sequence stars. This is probably due to the larger number of lines used to derive ∆[Fe/H] in the giants, compared with main sequence stars.
The central panels of Figure 7 shows the distribution of the optical depth τ FeI , using the same symbols of the upper panels. Main sequence stars present a similar distribution of values (EH and non-EH stars). On the other hand, giant stars show a different behaviour (EH and unknown-EH) . A KS test derive a possibility of 38% and 35%, that both samples represent the same population, for main sequence and giant stars, respectively. The apparent peak for EH giant stars with τ FeI < 0.8 is composed only by 3 stars: HD 192091, HD 167042 and HD 137759. The next bin is composed by 2 stars: HD 219449 and HD 210277. From these 5 stars, 3 of them (HD 192091, HD 167042 and HD 210702) have large log g values compared to other giants in our sample (3.21, 3.28 and 3.19 dex, respectively), and relatively small ξ values (0.9, 0.9 and 1.0 km/s, respectively). The large log g Tables 2 and 3. Lower panels of Figure 7 shows the distribution of Σ, using the same symbols. Again, main sequence stars shows a similar distribution of values for EH and non-EH stars, while EH giant stars seem to have a peak at Σ < −0.02. Σ is less dependent on stellar parameters than τ FeI and then the peak could be real. The apparent peak is composed only by 3 stars: HD 47536, HD 137759 and HD 219449. We previously mentioned that these 3 stars have very low Σ values compared to a subsample of stars with similar fundamental parameters. We note that HD 47536 is an extremely metal-poor giant star ([FeI/H]=-0.62). If we exclude these 3 stars, the distributions are very similar. Then, we can conclude that the distributions of Σ for giants EH and unknown-EH are similar, except probably for some EH giant stars that show Σ < −0.02. The comparison do not have strong statistical significance, because we are comparing two distributions, one of them with a few number of points. Then, this result is only an initial trend to be confirmed.
Stratification vs. Exoplanet Parameters
The values of ∆[Fe/H], τ and Σ could be also compared to the exoplanet parameters, such as minimum mass M sini, eccentricity and semiaxis. ∆[Fe/H] is based usually in a reduced number of FeII lines, and we showed in the previous sections that τ FeI and τ FeII depend strongly on stellar parameters, particularly on log g. Σ is less dependent on stellar parameters and is derived from a number of FeI lines. Then, we adopt Σ as a more reliable stratification indicator to compare with the Exoplanet parameters. We present in the Figure 8 a plot of Σ vs. the exoplanet parameters, for the sample of EH stars. Main sequence EH stars are presented with filled circles, and giant EH stars with empty circles. There is no clear relation.
In the accretion hypothesis, the bombardment of EH stars by metal-rich planetesimals result in a metallicity increase of the upper layers of the atmospheres and also probably stratified atmospheres. We can expect that both effects are more easily observable in main sequence than giant stars, because the larger CZ in giant stars would mix layers with low and high metal content. Then, we could use the stratification data and the exoplanet parameters to test the accretion hypothesis, at least in main sequence stars. For example, we could admit that the accretion (and also stratification) is more probable to occur for those exoplanets closer to the stars, or exoplanets in very eccentric orbits, or with the more massive planets. The existence of such correlation, for example between Σ and EH stars with the closer exoplanets, would be in agreement with the accretion hypothesis. Then, the lack of correlation between Σ and the exoplanet parameters (a, e, M sin i) favors the primordial hypothesis of metal-enrichment rather than the accretion. However, this lack of correlation do not completely rule out possible accretion events in some EH stars.
Another possible test of the accretion hypothesis uses the values of Σ and [FeI/H]. Such stars that suffered an important accretion, would result in an increase of [FeI/H] and also probably a decrease in Σ. Then, we could expect a relation between [FeI/H] and Σ for accreted stars. We do not see any trend between [FeI/H] and Σ for most of the EH stars (see Figure 6 ), then the primordial hypothesis is favored. Again, this do not rule out the accretion in some EH stars. We can divide the plot [FeI/H] vs. Σ in two regions: stars with Σ < 0 and with Σ > 0. The first region would correspond to candidate stars with stratified atmospheres, because they have precisely Σ < 0. In this region, the stars seem to present a relation in which Σ decreases with [FeI/H], i.e. a relation expected for stars with accretion. For these stars the stratification could be related to the accretion.
The metal-rich nature of EH stars
As we explained in the introduction, it is well established that main sequence EH stars with giant planets are, on average, metal-rich in comparison to stars that do not harbor Dopplerdetected planets (see, for example, Santos et al. 2004 confirm Pasquini et al.'s result, based on 20 objects. The metallicity of giant EH stars is not well understood, probably due to the reduced number of stars studied.
Our sample of stars include 13 giant EH stars, and 313 giant unknown-EH stars. The metallicity distribution of these samples is presented in Figure 9 . From the plot, giant EH stars seems to have a similar metallicity distribution compared with giant unknown-EH stars. The KS test result in a probability of 52% that both distributions represent the same statistical population.
Certainly, giant unknown-EH stars could be contaminated by a group of EH stars. However, the data presented in this work suggest that there is a number of giant EH stars with solar metallicity values (median of -0.09 dex). Our result is in agreement with Pasquini et al. (2007) rather than Hekker & Meléndez (2007) . We caution that the number of giant EH stars studied is still small and more stars are needed to verify this initial trend. 
Summary and Conclusions
The Rosseland median optical depth τ FeI and τ FeII are dependent on stellar parameters (log g, T eff and ξ). We conclude that Σ is more reliable stratification indicator than τ FeI , τ FeII and ∆[Fe/H]. Our results show that statistically most EH stars (main sequence and giants) have an stratification similar to field stars, which is in agreement with the primordial hyphotesis of metal enhancement. The lack of correlation between Σ and the exoplanet parameters (minimum mass, semiaxis and eccentricity) for most of the EH stars, and between [FeI/H] and Σ, favors the primordial hypothesis of metal-enrichment. However, we cannot discard that some EH stars (and even non-EH stars) have suffered and accretion process in the past. We consider candidate stars with stratified atmospheres those with Σ < 0 (7 main sequence stars and 4 giant stars). The group of candidate EH main sequence stars with stratified atmospheres (Σ < 0), seems to show a correlation with [FeI/H], which probably relate the stratification in these stars with accretion events. References: R1: González (1998) 
